§ 1. Statement of the results
Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree. For a finite extension Ljk we denote by S) L/fc the different of Ljk, and by €) L the integer ring of L. Let K t and K 2 be finite extensions of k. It is known that we have £) KιK2 = €) Kl £> K2 if K x and K 2 are linearly disjoint over k and ^> KxKtfk = S)*!/*®*,/* holds (see Shimura [2] , 1.2).
In this paper we compute the conductor of €) Kl £> K2 with respect to £> KlK2 and the module index of Ω KIKΛ and £> K JD K2 in terms of relevant differents and "Elements". We note that the conductor of €) Kl [1] . For a finite extension LjK of algebraic number fields of finite degree and an embedding a of L over K, we denote by e σ the element with respect to σ. We recall that e σ is the ideal generated by x -x% x e D L .
We state our results. We take z e €) K2 which satisfies (iii) ord p /;(0) = ord, S)*,,*, and deg
Here f z is the minimal polynomial of z over k. We show z satisfies (ii). We recall that the conductor of £> k [z] with respect to £> K2 is //(2)®ii/*, where f' z is the derivative of f z . We have Therefore the conductor of Ojfjs] contains ff/(«)©ij /fc . Since = 0, we get the claim.
By the claim f is the greatest common divisor of the conductors of βjΓifeL where z satisfies (i) and is contained in £) K2 . The conductor of OjfiW with respect to G KlK2 is gi(z)^>i\ Ka/Kl9 where z is an element of O^2 with (i) and g z is the minimal polynomial of z over K x . We show that Π e,,* 2 = (gί(z):zeC Kt with (i)) ,
where σ runs through all the non-trivial embeddings of We put of p = g' z (z)~1d~ψ z (z). We take ^ which satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1, where S is the set of all prime ideals of K^K % above p and n is sufficiently large. We put « = Σ αpft l α satisfies the condition of Lemma 2. In fact, for a prime ideal $β of KiK z and a prime ideal p of iΓ 2 with ^S | ^ |p, we have ordspo: = oτά 9 a 9 γ p = ord $ <^ = ord,O^^O^Ox,)* .
And clearly a satisfies (2), Lemma 2.
Secondly we prove the existence of β. For a prime ideal p of K 2 above p we take an element z of ©^ with (iii) in 2.1. We put β p = g' z (z). Ki , we have Therefore we have
Σ \P\P
For a prime ideal p of K 2 we take ^ satisfying the condition in Lemma 1, where S is the set of all prime ideals of K X K 2 above p and n is sufficiently large. We put β satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. In fact, for a prime ideal ψ of K X K 2 and a prime ideal p of K 2 with $β|p|p, we have 3^ = -ord^ β p = And clearly ^ satisfies (2), Lemma 2. Thus we proved Lemma 2.
Let p be a prime ideal of k and α, /3 elements of K X K 2 satisfying (1), (2) 
